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PESARO, THE CITY OF ROSSINI AND MUSIC, IS ITALIAN CAPITAL OF CULTURE FOR 2024

DISCOVER THIS WONDERFUL CITY TOGETHER WITH YOUR GROUP

Pesaro, Capital of Culture 2024, is an unparalleled cultural journey. Overlooking the Adriatic, this city
reveals an architectural gem with a rich Renaissance heritage: museums, libraries, churches, theaters,
villas, and stately palaces.
The connection with Gioachino Rossini, the illustrious son of Pesaro, permeates the atmosphere. His music
becomes the soundtrack of a unique experience, where art merges with architectural beauty. Pesaro, with
the title of Capital of Culture in 2024, offers events, concerts, and exhibitions that celebrate Rossini's
musical genius and the cultural richness of the city.
The bicycle becomes the perfect means to comfortably explore Pesaro's treasures, from the bike subway
connecting different areas with colorful paths, to the cycle path along the Foglia river, revealing the local
flora and fauna just outside the city.
In this perspective, the proposal strikes the right balance between nature, culture, and technology. Pesaro
presents itself as an extraordinary destination for a journey that nourishes the soul. An invitation to immerse
oneself in the beauty of the Capital of Culture 2024, where Rossini's legacy intertwines with the vibrancy of
a city rich in artistic and architectural treasures.

ADULT GROUPS

HOTEL *** Sup in PESARO
HB from €65.00
BB from €35.00
Single supplement from €25.00

Excursions in the province of Pesaro Urbino

Guide rates:
HD (3H) €150.00 up to 20 pax + €2.50 each extra pax
FD (6H) €280.00 up to 20 pax + €5.00 each extra pax

Meals in restaurant:
Pesaro: course menu €27.00 - reinforced menu €33.00 - drinks €3.50
Urbino: 3-course menu €27.50 - reinforced menu €33.00 - drinks included
Guided tour of a winery and tasting of local wines (min 10 people)
Tasting of 4 typical local wines accompanied with bread with
extra virgin olive oil and visit of the winery €12.00 per person

Net rates per person per night - Groups of minimum 25 paying people

Booking Incoming: 
tel: +39 0541 820101-102
mail: incoming@itermar.it
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